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n s Horses : plate tectonics and Earthquake 

storms in The late Bronze Aqe Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean , Journal of 

  

aisal of earthquake 

 

An analysis on The effects of tectonical and geomorphological Factors in natural 

disasters in Particular earthquakes in Tabriz megalopolis . 

 

Abstract 

 

Tabriz city is located on a big and acti

Kilometers from the western Borders of Azerbajan up

 

to mianeh and sarab . 

 

This

 

fault system includes great mountain ranges like Bozgush , Mishodagh , 

Morodagh . 

 

Throughout the history Tabriz and the neighbouring cities have been destroyed 

several times . 

 

Tabriz fault which includes the northwestern fault of mishodagh with SE 

 

NW 

trend is sliding right it is one the most quaking faults of Iran in Azerbajan region . 

In different parts of this fault , there are morphological phenomena which one 

caused by the geological activities . 

 

The findings of the research shows that boghmisheh , valiaser and silab . Districts 

are of dangerous parts of the city . From tectonical point of view regarding the 

distribution of minor faults . The whole region is vulnerable against earthquakes . 
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